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Lesson written by: Grace Praytor
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Lesson Title:
Content Area and
Grade Level:
Florida & Common
Core Standards:

Lesson Plan Title: Facing My Fear!
Book Title: Me and My Fear
Author & Illustrator: Francesca Sanna
First Grade ELA & Social Studies
LAFS.1.RL.1.3: Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story,
using key details.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.1.3: Describe characters, settings, and major
events in a story, using key details.
LAFS.1.RL.2.4: Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest
feelings or appeal to the senses.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.1.4: Identify words and phrases in stories or
poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
LAFS.1.RL.3.7: Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its
characters, setting, or events.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.1.7: Use

its characters, setting, or events.

illustrations and details in a story to describe

SS.1.C.2.4: Show respect and kindness to people and animals.

Objectives:

Students will be able to understand how they can practice kindness towards
themselves and others.
Students will increase their skills for coping with fear and anxiety in situations.

Assessment:

Formative Assessments:
Progress monitoring by teacher observations of discussion and activity.
Progress monitoring through class discussion. Students will answer postreading questions in whole group, where a “My Fear Looks Like” chart will be
filled out based on student answers.
Summative Assessment:
Students will create a brown paper bag monster the represents their fear by
reflecting on the main events of the story.

Motivating Activity
& Anticipatory
Set/Access Prior
Knowledge:

Before reading, show the book to the students and ask: “What do you think fear
is?” The teacher should listen for words such as “afraid”, or “scared” to activate
prior knowledge.
The teacher should explain that the book is about being afraid but that it’s not a
scary book. With that stated, the teacher should ask the whole class to show
their most scary, fear face.

Procedures
During Reading:

1. Complete the motivating activity above.
2. Read aloud Me and My Fear written by Francesca Sanna
o Take the time to show each page and their illustrations so
students can fully grasp the story line.
o UDL Principle 3.3: Guide information processing and
visualization.
o ESOL Strategy 14: Simplify the speech by making it slower
and redundant.
o Occasionally stop at pages where the main character and fear
are clearly seen. Ask how does Fear makes the main character
feel.
o UDL Principle 3.2: Highlight patterns, critical features, big
ideas, and relationships.
o ESOL Strategy 15: Reinforce the key ideas you present again
and again.
o Point out that the secondary character, the boy, also
experiences being afraid and has a Fear connecting the two
characters together.
o UDL Principle 7.3: Minimize threats and distractions.
o ESOL Strategy 11: Place language in meaningful context.
o At the end of reading a page of choice, the teacher should ask
the students to show their fear face again, to keep their
attention on the story being told.
o UDL Principle 7.2: Optimize relevance, value, and
authenticity.
o ESOL Strategy 6: Continually monitor students’
comprehension.

After Reading:

1. On anchor chart paper, create a sketch of Fear leaving enough space for
words to be written on the image.

Activity:
As a whole-group:
o

Inside Fear, the teacher will write words and expressions the
students relate to being fearful. Student responses should be
said out loud as part of whole-group.
UDL Principle 3.3: Guide information processing and
visualization.
ESOL Strategy 22: Give enough wait time for second
language learners to respond to questions.

o

Outside of Fear, the teacher will write words, and phrases
students think they can do to be brave and face their fears.
Student responses should be said out loud as part of wholegroup.
UDL Principle 9.3: Develop self-assessment and reflection.
ESOL Strategy 6: Continually monitor students’
comprehension.

Students will create their own depiction of their fear using a brown paper bag.
Encourage students to be as creative as they want.
UDL Principle 5.2: Use multiple tools for construction and composition.
ESOL Strategy 3: Encourage self-talk
ESOL Strategy 4: Link lesson topic to students’ prior knowledge

Example:

Materials:

Brown Paper Bag
Washable Markers
Glue Sticks
Scissors
Construction Paper
Craft Pipe Cleaners
Googly Eyes (Optional)

